
Country City Airport Airport Code Services Available

Australia Melbourne

Melbourne International 

Airport MEL

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on Kerbside as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Australia Sydney

Sydney Kingsford Smith 

International Airport SYD

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Wheelchairs available on request

Bangladesh Dhaka

Hazrat Shahjalal International 

Airport DAC

-      Monitor flight.

-     Welcome receive the guest from boarding bridge with the 

name board. 

-     Assist for the immigration clearance.

-     Assist with the baggage claim.

-     Assist to custom clearance. 

Brazil Sao Paulo

Guarulhos - Governador 

Andre Franco Montoro 

International Airport GRU

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Canada Toronto

Lester B. Pearson 

International Airport YYZ

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Canada Vancouver Vancouver YVR

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

China Beijing 

Beijing Capital International 

Airport PEK

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

China Hongkong

Chek Lap Kok International 

Airport HKG

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on Kerbside as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

China Shanghai

Shanghai Hongqiao 

International Airport SHA

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

China Shanghai

Shanghai Pudong 

International Airport PVG

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Denmark Copenhagen

Copenhagen International 

Airport CPH

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on Kerbside as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Egypt Cairo Cairo International Airport CAI

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

France Nice Nice NCE

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)
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France

Paris (Charles 

De Gaulle) Paris (Charles De Gaulle) CDG

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Germany Frankfurt

Frankfurt International 

Airport FRA

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on Kerbside as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Germany Munich Munich MUC

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Indonesia Bali (Denpasar) Bali (Denpasar) DPS

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Italy Rome

Leonardo da Vinci - Fiumicino 

Airport FCO

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

MACAU Macau Macau MFM

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Malaysia Kuala Lumpur

Kuala Lumpur International 

Airport KUL

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Netherlands Amsterdam Amsterdam Airport Schiphol AMS

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Qatar Doha Doha DOH

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Saudi Arabia Dammam Dammam DMM

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Saudi Arabia Jeddah Jeddah JED

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Singapore Singapore Singapore SIN

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

South Africa Cape Town Cape Town CPT

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

South Africa Johannesburg Johannesburg JNB

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)



South Korea Incheon Incheon International Airport ICN

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

South Korea Seoul Gimpo Seoul Gimpo GMP

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Spain Barcelona

Barcelona International 

Airport BCN

-        Meet and greets on departure at the kerbside or as you enter 

the terminal 

-        Accompany and escort you all the way through the airport 

formalities 

-        Porter service( max.3 bags per person)

Spain Madrid Madrid MAD

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Sri Lanka Colombo Colombo CMB

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Switzerland Geneva Geneva GVA

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Switzerland Zurich Zurich ZRH

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Thailand Bangkok Bangkok BKK

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Turkey Istanbul

Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen 

Airport SAW

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

Turkey Istanbul Istanbul International Airport IST

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

United Arab 

Emirates Abu Dhabi

Abu Dhabi International 

Airport (AUH) AUH

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

United Arab 

Emirates Dubai Dubai DXB

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

United Kingdom Birmingham Birmingham BHX

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

United Kingdom Edinburgh Edinburgh EDI

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)



United Kingdom London London Gatwick Airport LGW

-        Meet & Greet on arrival at all terminals.

-        Our staff will meet you directly at the end of the airbridge 

within the Arrivals gate.

-        Assist through the immigration process.

-        Escort you through baggage reclaim and out to the arrivals 

hall.

United Kingdom London London Heathrow Airport LHR

-        Meet & Greet on arrival at all terminals.

-        Our staff will meet you directly at the end of the airbridge 

within the Arrivals gate.

-        Assist through the immigration process.

-        Escort you through baggage reclaim and out to the arrivals 

hall.

United Kingdom Manchester Manchester MAN

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

United States of 

America New York John F. Kennedy JFK

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

United States of 

America Miami Miami MIA

-        Dedicated one-to-one service 

-        Meet and greet on arrival as you enter the terminal 

-        Accompany and guide you all the way through the airport 

-        Help with baggage reclaim and security 

-        Porter service ( max.3 bags per person)

United States of 

America Florida Tampa International Airport TPA

-         Dedicated one to one Arrival Assistance

-         Interline Transfers/Connections n Baggage & Porter Services 

-         Transportation Arrangements 	 

-         Shopping, etc

United States of 

America Illinois O'Hare International Airport ORD

-         Dedicated one to one Arrival Assistance

-         Interline Transfers/Connections n Baggage & Porter Services 

-         Transportation Arrangements 	

-         Shopping, etc

United States of 

America Louisiana

Louis Armstrong New Orleans 

International Airport MSY

-         Dedicated one to one Arrival Assistance

-         Interline Transfers/Connections n Baggage & Porter Services 

-         Transportation Arrangements 	

-         Shopping, etc

United States of 

America Massachusetts

Boston Logan International 

Airport BOS

-         Dedicated one to one Arrival Assistance

-         Interline Transfers/Connections n Baggage & Porter Services 

-         Transportation Arrangements 	

-         Shopping, etc

United States of 

America New York LaGuardia Airport LGA

-         Dedicated one to one Arrival Assistance

-         Interline Transfers/Connections n Baggage & Porter Services 

-         Transportation Arrangements 	

-         Shopping, etc

United States of 

America Newjersey

Newark liberty international 

airport EWR

-         Dedicated one to one Arrival Assistance

-         Interline Transfers/Connections n Baggage & Porter Services 

-         Transportation Arrangements 	

-         Shopping, etc

United States of 

America North Carolina

Charlotte Douglas 

International Airport CLT

-         Dedicated one to one Arrival Assistance

-         Interline Transfers/Connections n Baggage & Porter Services 

-         Transportation Arrangements 	

-         Shopping, etc

United States of 

America Ohio

Cleveland Hopkins 

International Airport CLE

-         Dedicated one to one Arrival Assistance

-         Interline Transfers/Connections n Baggage & Porter Services 

-         Transportation Arrangements 	

-         Shopping, etc

United States of 

America Tennessee

Nashville International 

Airport BNA

-         Dedicated one to one Arrival Assistance

-         Interline Transfers/Connections n Baggage & Porter Services 

-         Transportation Arrangements 	

-         Shopping, etc



United States of 

America Texas

Dallas/Fort Worth 

International Airport DFW

-         Dedicated one to one Arrival Assistance

-         Interline Transfers/Connections n Baggage & Porter Services 

-         Transportation Arrangements 	

-         Shopping, etc

United States of 

America Texas

George Bush Intercontinental 

Airport IAH

-         Dedicated one to one Arrival Assistance

-         Interline Transfers/Connections n Baggage & Porter Services 

-         Transportation Arrangements 	

-         Shopping, etc


